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Stellingen
1.

Hoe zakelijker de voorlichting, hoe politiek controversiëler het beleid, (dit
proefschrift)

2.

Alhoewel overheidsvoorlichters officieel niet verantwoordelijk zijn voor beleid,
handelen zij in de praktijk alsof dit wel het geval is. (dit proefschrift)

3.

Het feit dat overheidsvoorlichters hun neutrale status herhaaldelijk melden aan
collega's die deze status geacht worden te kennen, geeft aan dat neutraliteit hier een
probleem is. (dit proefschrift)

4.

De voorlichtingscampagne tegen sexueel geweld steunt op precies die stereotypen
van daders en slachtoffers waartegen zij ageert, (dit proefschrift)

5.

De discussie of voorlichters beleid mogen maken, gaat voorbij aan het feit dat zij
dit reeds doen. (dit proefschrift)

6.

Adequate overheidsvoorlichting brengt de overheid in opspraak.

7.

Het gekunstelde karakter van soaps als The Bold and the Beautifid toont feilloos aan
dat het model van de mens als strategisch wezen niet voldoet.

8.

Dat natuurlijk taalgebruik slechts sporadisch de basis vormt voor sociaalwetenschappelijk onderzoek, kan worden verklaard uit een behoefte aan orde en
voorspelbaarheid bij de onderzoeker.

9.

Wetenschappers die menen dat onderzoek zijn praktische waarde ontleent aan de
mate waarin 'concrete aanbevelingen' worden verstrekt, onderschatten de praktijk
en overschatten het eigen intellect.

10.

Het correctief referendum voedt de illusie dat het volk beschikt en het parlement
wikt.

11.

Bolkestein is het levende bewijs dat duidelijkheid op zichzelf geen kwaliteit is.
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In much of human conduct there are no mechanisms,
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1
Government

communication

as discursive

representation

This is a study of government communicators' talk. Government communication has
been studied with respect to its history, its ethics, its position as a policy instrument
and its (in)effectiveness. However, little is known about the mundane practice of
government communication (Van Woerkum, 1994; 1995).
This thesis examines the daily communicative practices through which
government communicators translate policies of the government into communication
campaigns. More specifically, its focus is on the interactional resources government
communicators use to make sense of government policies, and the actions they may
accomplish through their reports on these policies. In its perspective and method, the
study reflects the so-called linguistic turn in the human sciences. In recent years,
there has been an increasing recognition of discourse as a topic in its own right.
Rather than considering language as a neutral medium for the description of reality,
sociologists as well as psychologists have come to focus on the social and
constructive nature of language. The specific form of discourse analysis on which
the current study is based, has been developed by the social psychologists Potter,
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Edwards and Wetherell. Informed by such diverse sources as linguistic philosophy,
ethnomethodology, post-structuralism and social studies of science, its concern is
with the things people do with their language and the contextual resources they
deploy for these actions.
The present study, then, explores the domain of government communication
from a language perspective. In this chapter, I first discuss some main themes in
government communication research and argue why a study on the everyday
conversational interactions of government communicators is relevant in this respect
(section 1.1). Until now, no effort has been made to illuminate the fine grain of
government communicators' talk, whereas it is precisely at this level that major
discursive actions are accomplished and the rhetorical work is done. I shall point out
how discourse analysis may be helpful in reformulating our view on government
communication. The research questions will be pointed out in section 1.2. Finally,
an overview of the thesis will be given (section 1.3).

1.1

EFFECTIVENESS AND LEGITIMACY OF GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATION

In the Netherlands, government communication has always been a bone of
contention. The main issues in communication research as well as in public debates
about government communication, are the effectiveness of the communication and its
legitimacy as a policy instrument. While there are similar discussions in, for
example, Britain and the United States of America, I shall predominantly focus on
the Dutch situation. Some understanding of government communication in the
Netherlands is essential for the themes to be pursued in this thesis. I shall use the
term government communication, rather than the more familiar

government

information. In the Netherlands, this term is increasingly preferred, particularly
because it emphasizes the interactive nature of communication. As we shall see, it is
precisely the interactive character of government communication which will be
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examined in this thesis. The term government communication is also preferred to
public communication.

Government communication indicates that I refer

to

communication programmes which are initiated and sponsored by the national
government. My interest is in the campaigns which are initiated by the government,
rather than in, for example, press communication or the response to individual
questions from the public (see Chapters 3 and 4).
The issues of effectiveness and legitimacy of government communication are
discussed in turn. Clearly, these issues are related. For example, the effectiveness of
a campaign may be dependent on the extent to which the recipients of this campaign
consider its aims and nature as legitimate. However, as we shall see, the focus of
each theme is different.

The effectiveness of government

communication

In the eighties, Dutch government communication had become a thriving business
(see also Appendix D). The number of government communicators was increased by
20 per cent. At the start of the nineties, the number of staff members amounted to
more than 1000 people. In 1991, the expenditure on government communication
totalled 659 million guilders, that is, about 0,3 per cent of the Budget (Algemene
Rekenkamer/.PwMc Accounts

Committee,

1992). Note that these figures must be

handled with care, since there is some difference of opinion as to which activities
should be considered government communication (cf. Leeuw, 1993).
However, from 1991 onwards, the situation has changed. In that year, the
Public

Accounts

Committee

reported

unfavourably

on

the

effectiveness

of

government communication campaigns and demonstrated that procedures which
could guarantee efficient expenditure were missing. This was the signal for a wave
of criticism on government communication in the media. On the basis of this and a
second report (Werkgroep GEO Voorlichting, 1991), the Cabinet decided to cut back
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the government expenses by 51,7 million per year. The main criticism with respect
to government communication campaigns was the lack of effectiveness and the
putative moralizing character of the campaigns (cf. Middel, 1993). I shall elaborate
on the latter aspect in the second part of this section.
The Public Accounts Committee studied the evaluation reports of 26
government communication campaigns in the period

1985-88. These reports

described the results of the campaigns in terms of changes in knowledge, attitudes
and behaviour or a combination of these variables. While it was the intention of the
researchers to study 70 campaigns, only 26 reports were assessed as proper
evaluation reports and taken into account as far as the effectiveness of the campaigns
was concerned. In general, the effect of these 26 campaigns was considered to be far
beneath their objectives. A second observation was that 34 out of the 70 campaigns
had ambitious objectives, namely, in terms of changes in both knowledge, attitudes
and behaviour. The Public Accounts Committee concluded that most campaigns were
not subjected to evaluation studies, and if they were, that they could be considered
largely ineffective in view of their objectives. The Public Accounts Committee,
however, refrained from judging the quality of the objectives. This was considered a
political task (cf. Leeuw, 1995: 103).
Evaluation studies are fraught with difficulties, as communication researchers
have pointed out repeatedly

(Weiss and Tschirhart,

1994). The absence of

unambiguous evidence is predominantly attributed to the methodological difficulty of
isolating and assessing the contributions of communication campaigns in the middle
of a range of competing influences. More fundamental is the problem of how to
define the effectiveness of campaigns. The diversity in definitions perhaps explains
why the evaluation of campaigns displays radically different conclusions about their
success (see Salmon, 1989b, for overview). As Salmon (1989a: 40) points out, the
search for a definitive answer to the question "Are campaigns effective?" is a search
for a minotaur, because the functions, duration, potentials, and levels of creativity
and resources are exceptionally heterogeneous.
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The image that campaigns generally do not have a particularly strong effect is based
on research in the early fifties and sixties that sought to replicate the terrifying
effects of the propaganda of Nazi Germany (Hymann and Sheatsley, 1947; Bauer,
1964). A review of this work by Klapper (1960) concluded that campaigns tend to
have minimal effect, since they function among and through a range of mediating
factors (see also Atkin, 1981). Perhaps because the issue of effectiveness is
problematic, research on campaigns often confines itself to the observation that
government communication campaigns, or public communication campaigns in
general, display a lack of effectiveness (cf. Dervin, 1989). The focus is on
improving the effectiveness of campaigns. In some of the approaches, the definition
of effectiveness has also been reformulated. It is beyond the scope of this study to
deal with these perspectives in detail. Instead, I shall have a brief look at the main
perspectives: social psychological approaches, policy-instrument approaches and the
interpretative approaches (see Leeuwis,

1993 for a critical review

of these

approaches).
Most of the campaign research is rooted in cognitive social

psychological

theories and models (for example, McGuire, 1985; 1989; Devine and Hirt, 1989). In
practice, campaign research often takes the form of a survey (De Haas, 1993).
These surveys predict or evaluate the campaigns in terms of the number of steps
required if the communication is to be effective. The steps range from exposure to
the message, to understanding, storing and retrieving the information and, in the
case of persuasion campaigns, short-range and long-range effects in attitude and
behaviour. McGuire (1985; 1989) describes these steps in his communication/
persuasion model. This model includes so-called input factors such as source,
message and receiver, out of which one can construct the communication to change
attitude and behaviour. The output factors consist of successive informationprocessing substeps that the communication must evoke in the 'target person' so that
the persuasive impact occurs. In the Netherlands, campaigns are often centred
around the so-called Post-box 51

commercials. Each year,

15 to 20 new

commercials of 27 seconds are shown on television. On the basis of evaluation
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research on the exposure to these commercials, it is claimed that after 85
transmissions about 80 per cent of the Dutch population has been reached (De Haas,
1993). Researchers have tried to improve the effectiveness of these campaigns by
supporting the successive stages of communication with different theories of human
behaviour. Two of the main theories in the stages of attitude change and changes in
behaviour are Bandura's (1986) social learning theory and Ajzen's (1988) theory of
planned

behaviour

(see also Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). The theories together

distinguish three determinants of human behaviour: attitudes, social influence and
self-efficacy (cf. Kok, 1995; De Vries, 1992; see 2.1 for a critical review of the
attitude-concept). In addition, Petty and Cacioppo's (1986) elaboration

likelihood

model has become increasingly popular. It distinguishes two conditions under which
information may be processed: the so-called central route, which comprises a
thorough processing of information and therefore a fertile soil for permanent change
of behaviour, and the periferal route, which stands for a marginal information
processing on the basis of certain periferal cues, such as the source or form of the
message, or the influence of others. Amongst other things, the model points out the
interaction between cognition and emotion, which is considered to be of importance
to the design of communication programmes (Van Woerkum, 1991).
As is the case with social psychological approaches, the

policy-instrument

approach is a heterogeneous collection of different perspectives (De Bruijn and Ten
Heuvelhof, 1991; Klok, 1991; Van der Doelen, 19.91; Van Woerkum, 1990; see also
Hood, 1983; Howlett, 1991). However, the central idea behind these approaches is
that the effectiveness of communication can be improved by combining it with other
policy instruments, such as regulation and subsidies. Communication as a supportive
instrument can be used in several ways (Van Woerkum, Van de Poel and Aarts,
1995): it may stimulate public awareness about the existence and nature of other
instruments; it may enhance the acceptability or relevance of these instruments or it
may stimulate an efficient implementation of other instruments. In response to linear
conceptions of communication as a policy instrument, a more interactive approach
has been developed (Aarts and Van Woerkum, 1994; Van Woerkum, 1993; Van
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Woerkum, Van de Pœl and Aarts, 1995; see also Chapter 8). This approach
emphasizes participatory learning processes, thereby reflecting a wider awareness of
the importance of participation of 'target groups' in communication (Engel, 1995;
Leeuwis, 1993; Rôling, 1994a; 1994b; Vaandrager, 1995). In this conception, the
role of government is one of facilitating the process of communication with citizens
by providing the relevant actors in the decision process with information, and
stimulating debate among the general public (Van Woerkum, Van de Pœl and Aarts,
1995; see also Frissen, 1993). This is not only considered to be a matter of
consensus formation; the role of different power strategies is rapidly becoming a
main topic of research.
The receiver-oriented

or interpretative

approaches

(Bosnian et al., 1989;

Dervin, 1989) in government communication have been developed in response to
what has been called the sender-oriented model. The main criticism of this model is
that it assumes a mechanistic and linear relation between the message and its effects
in terms of attitude and behaviour (Nelissen, 1995). The proposed alternative is
based on the idea that receivers should be conceived of as active participants in the
communication process. This assumes that communication planners gain insight into
the ways in which people attribute meaning to phenomena in daily life. Not
surprisingly perhaps, the theoretical foundations for these approaches can be found
in symbolic interactionism (for example, Blumer, 1969), and the sociology of
knowledge as it was developed by Schutz (1973) and elaborated by Berger and
Luckmann (1967).
From this brief review of approaches to government communication, it is clear
that the receivers of government communication, either in terms of social
psychological theories or in terms of more interactive and interpretative approaches,
have been a major subject of communication research. It is now widely agreed that
the effectiveness of government communication, in whatever form, is largely
dependent on the extent to which the consideration and practices of the recipients are
known and understood. However, what is not addressed in this field of research, is
what we tend to call the sender of communication. Gradually, but effectively,
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communication researchers have excluded government communicators from their
theories. Clearly, policy-instrument approaches have focused on communication as
one of the policy instruments in the hands of policy experts and government
communicators. However, this has been predominantly a theoretical enterprise. In
general, little is known about how government communication is developed in daily
practice (cf. Van de Poel and Van Woerkum,

1994). Although government

communicators have provided us with campaign reconstructions (for example, De
Roon and Middel, 1993), the reconstructive nature of these studies and their lack of
detail obscure the in situ production of campaigns.
Discourse analysis can assist in studying the 'local' practices of government
communicators, since it converges on everyday language practices. However, it is
also relevant in a second sense. Discourse analysis in the form proposed by the
British psychologists Potter, Edwards and Wetherell (Potter and Wetherell, 1987;
Edwards and Potter, 1992) denies the possibility of language as a neutral medium
for the transmission of information. As we shall see in the next section, it is
precisely this assumption which underlies the official principles of government
communication.

The legitimacy of government

communication

The putative, moralizing character of government communication has always been
an issue of debate. The core of the matter lies in the question as to what extent the
government

is allowed

to influence

citizens by

means

of

communication.

Traditionally, this debate has been dominated by two rather clear-cut camps,
namely, the so-called rekkelijken and the so-called preciezen or, in a free translation,
the pliable and the strict. Whereas the protagonists of the first camp advocate the use
of government communication as a way merely to explain and elucidate government
policies, the latter group supports the use of government communication as an
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instrument with which to change people's attitudes and behaviour. Both camps have
their roots in the history of government communication.
Just after the Second World War, the Van Heuven Goedhart (1946) committee
is set up to investigate the functions of government communication and to determine
its boundaries in terms of influence (Katus and Volmer, 1991). As far as politically
controversial

matters

are

concerned,

the

committee

declares

itself

against

propaganda: explanation is the only function of government communication in this
respect. However, in non-controversial matters of public interest, propaganda is
allowed. The next committee (Biesheuvel, 1967), in the late sixties, claims that
persuasive communication, that is, communication which influences the will, is not
allowed during the process of policy making. However, it is allowed to use
persuasion in the case of policies which have been politically approved. Most
importantly,

however, the committee proposes that the right of citizens to

information about government policies has to be laid down in legislation (cf.
Schelhaas, 1979). This results in the Wet Openbaarheid van Bestuur, a law which
provides citizens with the right to complete and relevant information about
government policies.
Studies on government communication which appear in that period (Dekker,
1969; Van der Haak, 1972; Schelhaas, 1979), focus on the functions which
government communication could and should have. Their definition of government
communication emphasizes the importance of explanation and elucidation of
government policies in order to enable the receivers to make independent and wellconsidered assessments with respect to them.
However, in the eighties, a third committee (Werkgroep Heroverweging
Voorlichting Rijksoverheid, 1984) shifts the focus of government communication
somewhat. It distinguishes four different functions of government communication.
First, government communication explains and elucidates policy proposals and
policies which have been politically accepted, and provides background information
in this respect. Second, government communication is used as a policy instrument to
make government policies more effective. This kind of government communication
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aims at changes in attitudes and/or behaviour of (different groups of) citizens in
order to produce policy results. A third function of government communication is to
enable citizens to make use of all kinds of facilities by providing the necessary
information. Finally, government communication may also systematically stimulate
good relations between government and society, or comprise activities to improve
the image of government (organisations). The latter function can be described as
public relations.
The current study focuses on government communication campaigns, rather
than on government communication in its entirety. In this respect, the first two
functions are most important. Information campaigns

[openbaarmaldngscampagnes]

aim at informing citizens, thus corresponding with the first function. Persuasion
campaigns [instrumentele campagnes] aim at changes in attitudes and/or behaviour,
thus fulfilling the second task of government communication. While information
campaigns are measured in terms of increase of knowledge, persuasion campaigns
are valued in terms of attitude and/or behaviourial change. These campaigns are only
allowed in the case of politically accepted policies. In addition, the campaigns must
concern relatively non-controversial topics (cf. Katus, 1993).
Irrespective

of whether the aim is to inform or

to persuade,

each

communicative message should 'stand for' or represent the views which were
politically approved of or about to be approved of. In other words, whatever the
influence of government communication may be, it is not allowed to change policies.
Government communication does not exclude the possibility of persuasion, but it
assumes that the persuasive effect of communication messages arises from the
persuasiveness of government policies per se, or from the way the message is
designed. That is, communication planners are not allowed to 'add' persuasive
features by dealing with the content of these policies, for example, by only partially
conveying the policies (Memorie van Antwoord WOB, 1988).
This is equally valid where it concerns communication campaigns as a 'standalone' approach, that is, when communication campaigns are the only instrument by
which a certain policy objective is reached. Also then, government communicators
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are considered to represent the policies which are politically approved of or about to
be approved of, in their communication. This is not to be taken literally, in that
campaign commercials, for example, are considered complete descriptions of
government policies. Campaigns do make selections. However, the idea behind
government communication is that these selections can be neutral, that is,
government communicators can make them without intervening in the aims and the
nature of policies to be communicated. In other words, government communication
assumes that form and content can be distinguished. It is in this respect that
communication planners are supposed to passive media: they merely transport
political messages to the public.
Recent studies on texts and talk, whether their roots lie in Wittgenstein,
Saussure or Garfinkel, criticize this conception of communication as representation.
Rather than imitations of reality, representations are considered to be social

practice.

That is, representations are 'designed' to accomplish actions, which range from
blame, defence and compliments to maintaining inequality. The literary theorist
Shapiro (1988) nicely underlines the discursive nature of representation by talking
about "the politics of representation".
It is the aim of this thesis to study the representational practices of government
communicators. While there are many varieties of perspective on language use, I
focus on the form of discourse analysis which emphasizes the importance of studying
the fine grain of 'natural' talk (Edwards and Potter, 1992; Potter, forthcoming c).
As we shall see in the following chapters, this approach focuses on the actions which
are accomplished by representations and the contextual resources which are used to
do so. I want to add two important points. Notice that by focusing on
representational practices, I do not mean to focus in particular on the elements in a
description which work to establish it as factual or neutral (Potter, forthcoming c).
While factuality in itself may be one of the functions of government communication,
my special interest is in the further actions for which it can be used, such as blaming
others and deflecting potential criticism. Second, while my vocabulary may
sometimes suggest this, I do not mean to depict government communicators' actions
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as intentional actions per se (see 2.2 for comments on the intentional nature of
human conduct).

1.2

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This bring us to the following research questions:

How do government communicators discursively represent government policies?
is, what kind of interactional
describe

those policies,

resources

do government

and what objectives

communicators

are such descriptions

That

use to

designed

to

achieve?

1.3

OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS

In the chapters that follow, these questions will be focused on in terms of theory as
well as in terms of analysis.
In Chapter 2, I trace the theoretical origins of talk and text as social practice
and describe the main principles of discourse analysis. It becomes clear that
discourse analysis is an interdisciplinary approach which builds on the insights of
linguistic philosophy, ethnomethodology, conversation analysis, post-structuralism
and social studies of science. We see how discourse analysts draw on philosophical
conceptions of language as social action, but also criticize the reified nature of these
conceptions. The sociological perspectives of ethnomethodology and, in particular,
conversation analysis have inspired them to study talk in its 'natural' surroundings,
namely, through being sensitive to its contextual embeddedness and action-oriented
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nature. More than conversation analysis however, discourse analysis is focused on
the rhetorical dimensions of talk.
In Chapter 3, I discuss the methodological aspects of my research. I start the
chapter with a reflection on the role of the researcher and the issue of reflexivity.
While discourse analysis might be thought of as a succesful way of introducing
participants' voices into the research report, it remains a representation of these
voices. That is, it cannot escape the constructive nature of the descriptions which it
produces. Rather than denying or trying to transcend the ultimate orchestration of
the researcher, it is critically aware of it and even 'celebrates' it. The next sections
of this chapter deal with the collection of the data at the Ministry of Social Affairs
and Employment in the Netherlands and the specific procedure of changing a large
body of conversations into a manageable amount of data. Attention is paid in
particular to the quality control of the data.
Chapter 4 provides a concise overview of the four government communication
campaigns which are being studied: the campaign on the Disability Facilities Act or
WVG campaign, the campaign on the Disability Insurance Act or WAO campaign,
the campaign on the Social Fiscal number or SoFi campaign and, finally, the
campaign against Sexual
Chapter

5

Harassment.

is the first analytical

chapter.

It explores

in detail

how

communication planners, that is, policy experts and government communicators,
formulate' the central message of a campaign. In particular, I focus on how
communicators make sense of governmental policies by juxtaposing and contrasting
the needs of what they consider to be their main audiences. Their active orientation
to the wishes of different audiences, ranging from politicians to press and public,
establishes a complex picture of often contradictory claims as the starting-point for
their message. This results in two different dilemmas: a so-called political

dilemma

and a so-called efficacy dilemma. The chapter describes the situations in which these
dilemmas arise and, in particular, the ways in which these dilemmas are managed.
In Chapter 6, the accountability problems of communication planners are
focused on. Studies of ordinary language have shown in detail how participants may

